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Comment: I'm worried that this plan does not focus enough on ensuring market rate housing growth. The Bay Area has the most expensive market rate housing in the country. Truly affordable housing isn't a deed-restricted unit, of which there will never be enough. When it grows up to studio apartments, such as Motion in the City, we'll be asking our citizens to spend their hard-earned money for the price level we would have afforded our affordable housing problem.

I'm also concerned by the specified goal of moving jobs to housing-rich areas. Transit works best in areas with strong job aggregation, ever more so than with housing aggregation. We should be concentrating our jobs even more heavily in job-rich areas, such as downtown San Francisco and downtown Oakland, so that we can support better transit in these areas.

Bay Area transit construction costs are outrageous and unless we tackle costs seriously we will not be able to afford any of the infrastructure planned.

One last thing: Caltrain should be absorbed into BART and run as a rapid transit line with 15-minute headways.
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